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Abstract
A methodology to predict shock and vibration levels that could lead to the failure of MEMS
devices is reported as a function of vibration frequency and shock pulse duration. A combined
experimental–analytical approach is developed, maintaining the simplicity and insightfulness
of analytical methods without compromising on the accuracy characteristic of experimental
methods. The minimum frequency-dependent acceleration that will lead to surfaces coming
into contact, for vibration or shock inputs, is determined based on measured mode shapes,
damping, resonant frequencies, and an analysis of failure modes, thus defining a safe operating
region, without requiring shock or vibration testing. This critical acceleration for failure is a
strong function of the drive voltage, and the safe operating region is predicted for transport
(unbiased) and operation (biased condition). The model was experimentally validated for
over-damped and under-damped modes of a comb-drive-driven silicon-on-insulator-based
tunable grating. In-plane and out-of-plane vibration (up to 65 g) and shock (up to 6000 g) tests
were performed for biased and unbiased conditions, and very good agreement was found
between predicted and observed critical accelerations.
(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)
1. Introduction
The field of MEMS reliability is rapidly maturing: there are
now numerous examples of commercially available highly
reliable MEMS, and an increasingly mature understanding
of MEMS-specific failure modes, design-for-reliability
methodologies, and improved characterization of the materials
used in MEMS [1, 2].
In view of the large range of materials and actuation
principles used in MEMS, general reliability guidelines can
be difficult to formulate. The electrical and mechanical
reliability of MEMS is reviewed in [1], to which the reader
is referred to for a discussion of failure modes such as
stiction [3], fatigue [4], fracture [5, 6], plastic deformation
(creep) [7, 8], dielectric charging [9, 10], electrical breakdown
and electrostatic discharge [11], radiation damage [12] and
wear [5].
Since MEMS differ from integrated circuits (ICs) in
having μm-scale moving parts, much effort has been spent
on understanding the mechanical reliability of MEMS: how
do MEMS fail under shock and vibration? Once that is
understood, the question can be rephrased as: What is the
maximum shock and vibration level that a MEMS device can
safely withstand? Importantly, how does the threshold evolve
as a function of the drive voltage (for electrostatic MEMS)?
This paper seeks to answer this question.
Under shock and vibration, MEMS parts fail mainly by:
(a) stiction when parts come into contact, (b) short-circuit
or micro-welding when parts at different electrical potentials
come into contact, (c) fracture when a part is deformed to an
extent such that the yield strength is exceeded, (d) short-circuit
or mechanical blockage due to dust particles being moved, (e)
fatigue for metal MEMS, (f) die-attach or package failure.
Srikar and Senturia developed a useful classification
scheme to understand the reliability of MEMS in the presence
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of mechanical shocks [13], showing the importance of the
ratio of shock pulse duration τ to the natural time period of the
device Tvib. There have also been various attempts to study
the shock and vibration reliability of particular MEMS
devices at Sandia National Laboratories [14, 15] and at other
laboratories [16]. These methods provide a qualitative insight
into the conditions that may cause failure but are not useful
for making quantitative predictions, as they neither account
for damping, nor for electrostatic spring softening. The failure
conditions depend greatly on the actual design and dimensions
of the device. Therefore, results of shock or vibration tests with
a particular device have little use in predicting the mechanical
reliability of a different device.
Fully analytical approaches of modeling, though simple
and insightful, are not possible for complicated geometries.
Moreover, it is difficult to incorporate fabrication tolerances
and inconsistencies in the material properties into the models.
On the other hand, finite element method (FEM) solutions
require large computational resources and time for modeling
and simulation of actual device geometries, and generally do
not account well for the effect of the package.
Even when using best practices, it can still be difficult to
determine, without lengthy experiments, the maximum safe
shock and vibration levels for a MEMS component, and it is
thus a challenge to design a part with the desired mechanical
reliability.
To overcome some of these challenges, we present a
combined experimental–analytical method to make qualitative
and quantitative predictions on the reliability of a general
MEMS device for shock and vibration inputs, retaining the
advantages of analytical methods without compromising on
the accuracy of the solution. This technique determines a
conservative upper limit on the shock (peak acceleration and
pulse duration) and vibration (amplitude versus frequency)
that a MEMS device can repeatedly handle without failure. In
short, the procedure involves three steps: (i) identifying all the
critical components in a device based on relative motions of
the parts that can lead to failure, (ii) experimentally recording
each part’s dynamic properties and (iii) using the analytical
model with these experimentally obtained parameters as inputs
to predict the failure conditions, and hence a safe operating
envelope. The procedure is summarized in figure 1 and is
described in detail in the following section.
The methodology is presented in section 2. Analytical
models to predict failure due to shocks and vibrations are
described in section 3, based on measured device parameters
(damping, resonant modes). A tunable grating made from a
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer is used to validate the results
of this methodology. Shock and vibration tests (up to 6000
and 65 g, respectively) were performed along the in-plane and
out-of-plane directions. Details of the geometry of the device,
working principle and characterization results are presented in
section 4. Vibration and shock testing results as a function
of drive voltage are presented in section 5. Test results are in
good agreement with our theoretical predictions.
Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed methodology to obtain safe
operating conditions in the presence of shock and vibration inputs.
(a) (b)
Figure 2. Model of a single degree of freedom system for (a) forced
vibrations, (b) support excitation, which is the case we focus upon
as it corresponds to applying shock or vibration to the package. The
relative displacement z = x – y is the important value in this study.
2. Methodology
The objective is to determine a lower limit of mechanical shock
and vibration that could lead to failure for a MEMS device.
The first step (figure 1) is identifying possible mechanical
failure modes and the associated required displacements for
failure. As a conservative approach, we choose contact
between two parts as a failure criterion (e.g., if a proof mass
hits a stopper after moving 2 μm, this amplitude motion is
deemed a failure as it could potentially lead to stiction). This
leads to an underestimate of the critical shock and vibration, as
mechanical contact need not lead to stiction, especially when
the parts are at the same potential. We shall return to this
in section 5. Fracture is also considered. For fracture, the
technique does not lead to an underestimate; the uncertainty
comes from the Weibull distribution of fracture strengths.
The second step is identifying the critical moving
part for each failure mechanism such as adjacent comb-
fingers coming into contact, and approximating it as a
single degree of freedom (1DOF) system (see figure 2(a)).
The equivalent parameters for the different 1DOFs, i.e. the
resonant frequency and the damping coefficient, are obtained
experimentally from the forced response of the system using
various experimental methods and tools such as a laser
Doppler vibrometer (LDV), strobed microscopy, white light
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interferometry (WLI), capacitive sensing, LCR meter, etc.
While the resonant frequencies are generally well known from
the FEM, accurate damping coefficients must almost always
be obtained experimentally. The device motion can be forced
in each mode electrostatically (generally the easiest method if
the electrode configuration allows it), or with a small piezo-
shaker.
The third step is using these parameters as inputs
to analytically determine the shock and vibration levels
below which the failure mode cannot occur (either because
parts will not come into contact or because critical strains
are not exceeded). These critical shock and vibration
levels are generally a strong function of the applied
voltage, and the model takes this into account, quickly
providing, for instance, the maximum permissible shock
during transportation (unbiased) and during operation (biased).
It has been difficult to date to efficiently and accurately
incorporate all the damping mechanisms in simulations.
Through the inclusion of measured damping properties in this
approach, which is crucial as will be shown in the case study in
section 5, our model is expected to have enhanced applicability
and accuracy.
Resonant frequencies and damping coefficients are
generally easily obtainable using electrostatic excitation.
Specially, no form of testing with vibration or shock inputs
is required to predict the reliability. Additional effects
such as those related to drive voltages (e.g., electrostatic
spring softening or reduced gaps) can readily be incorporated
into the model by making suitable changes to the input
parameters. Nonlinear effects, which are often important
in MEMS, can also be included. The method has a
broad scope since it is developed for a general class of
MEMS and some possible applications are in tasks such as
classifying devices based on mechanical reliability, developing
robust structures, creating improved inertial MEMS, and
optimizing the operating voltages for improved reliability, and
determining the maximum allowed in-use (biased), and storage
or transportation (unbiased), vibrations and shocks.
A 1DOF approximation (figure 2) has the advantage of
simplicity, but has limitations if not used with care. In
this work, we used a 1DOF transformation to convert the
measured experimental properties to the expected response
when subjected to external disturbances. The key to retain
the accuracy in spite of the reduced mathematical complexity
is by carefully approximating the actual system. Here, we
use the 1DOF transformations at a single point, or at a rigid
component, and not for the entire system, i.e. we extract
experimental data at the most critical point in a device, for
a particular failure mode. For instance, the LDV records the
velocities at a point where the laser strikes the device. Every
single point in a structure, while it is excited in the resonant
mode, can be effectively modeled as a 1DOF system with
negligible loss of accuracy. However, it is necessary to be
aware that the constant parameter 1DOF system considered
here can be used effectively only under a uniform range
of excitation or displacements, i.e. the conditions during
characterization should be matched with the conditions where
the extracted values are to be used. This will be discussed in
later sections.
The methodology described here can be used to predict
resonant mode-related failures, i.e. where a failure is initiated
by a displacement resembling the resonant mode of the
structure. Under normal circumstances, specific resonant
modes are dominant over others. However, if two resonant
modes are equally dominant or if isolating the dominant mode
is not simple, a single mode must be selected according to the
input conditions. For example, when devices are subjected to
shocks, the mode that has a damped resonant frequency close
to the dominant frequency components present in the shock’s
Fourier spectrum must be considered. To identify vibration-
related failures in such cases, the mode with a damped
resonant frequency close to the frequency of excitation is
chosen as the dominant mode. Experimental characterization
tools like a LDV can also be used to definitively identify
the dominant modes. The competing modes can also be
considered independently and the lowest estimate for the
failure criteria can be used as a conservative criterion for
failures.
3. Modeling
3.1. Vibration response model
A MEMS device experiences external vibrations and shocks
as motion of the package. The MEMS component itself is not
directly accelerated, and one must thus consider the relative
motion of the moving MEMS parts to the fixed parts. For
simplicity, we shall not explicitly consider the effect of the
package or of the support part of the chip. Figures 2(a) and (b)
show the forced vibration model and the support excitation
model of a 1DOF system where m is the effective mass
of the part, c is the effective damping coefficient, k is the
effective stiffness, F is the forcing function, x is the absolute
displacement of the mass and y is the displacement of the
support.
The forced response of a 1DOF system with harmonic
input (see figure 2(a)) depends on the harmonic force F, the
natural frequency of the system ωn, the excitation frequency
ω, and the damping ratio of the system ζ . The damping ratio
ζ can be expressed in terms of the damping coefficient c and
the quality factor Q as ζ = c/(2mωn) = 1/(2Q).
In the support vibration model, shown in figure 2(b), the
relative displacement between the mass and the support is
given as z = x − y. Vibrations that a package is subjected
to are felt as a periodic support excitation at the device end.
The relative displacement of the part, z, due to the harmonic
support excitation y can be written as
z
y
=
(
ω
ωn
)2/√√√√(1 − ( ω
ωn
)2)2
+
(
2ζ
ω
ωn
)2
. (1)
The amplitude of the frequency-dependent sinusoidal
acceleration acrit required to bring parts into contact is then
given by
|acrit|amplitude = contactz ω2n
√√√√(1 − ( ω
ωn
)2)2
+
(
2ζ
ω
ωn
)2
(2)
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Figure 3. Computed critical acceleration for failure due to vibration
inputs, as a function of the excitation frequency, for three damping
conditions for a system with a resonant frequency of 2 kHz and
assuming 1.6 μm motion leads to failure.
where contactz is the required displacement of the mass relative
to the support, for creating contact. The value of contactz
is obtained after a careful analysis of all possible failure
mechanisms and the geometries of the relevant parts, and
will be illustrated in sections 4 and 5 for several failure
modes of a tunable grating. The expression for the critical
acceleration given in (2) is the upper limit for the safe operating
conditions. The real value that causes failure is likely to be
higher, especially for failures due to stiction, which require
a sufficient contact area for surface forces to overcome the
restoring force of the spring.
Figure 3 illustrates the critical conditions for vibration-
induced failure for a system with a 2 kHz resonant frequency,
for damping ratios of 0.2, 1 and 1.75. The displacement
required for failure is taken to be 1.6 μm. For excitations near
the resonant frequency of the system, high damping helps to
make the device more robust.
The above model is for a linear system. Nonlinearities
can be important in MEMS, and the model must therefore
be adapted if the experimental data are taken only at
small displacements. Ideally, all the parameters should
be extracted at the relevant displacements or the applied
voltages, but this may often not be practical, as a main
objective of this technique is to avoid high-g testing. Two
main nonlinear cases occur: for large displacements, the
spring stiffness can increase. This is generally modeled as
Fspring = k x + k3x3. For example, in doubly clamped beams,
nonlinear effects become relevant when the beam displacement
is of the order of the beam thickness. The increased
spring constant leads to an increased resonant frequency and
eventually to hysteretic behavior (Duffing curve) for larger
amplitudes.
For an electrostatic MEMS device, the effective spring
constant decreases with increased voltage; this is the
electrostatic spring softening, as described in [17]. The most
striking example is the pull-in of parallel plate actuators,
where the effective spring constant (and hence the resonance
frequency) drops to zero at snap-in [18]. For voltages below
snap-in the reduced resonant frequency ω∗res, due to apparent
spring softening for a linear parallel plate actuator, can be
written as
ω∗res(V )
ωn
=
√√√√(1 − 8
27
d3
(d − x)3
(
V
Vpull−in
)2)
(3)
where d is the initial distance between the plates, x is the
displacement of the mobile plate due to the application of a
voltage V and Vpull−in is the pull-in voltage.
Two points are important to be carefully noted here.
First, this equation can be directly applied only in the linear
regime of the system, i.e. under conditions where the effective
spring constant does not depend on displacement amplitude.
For large amplitude vibrations, the above equation has to be
modified to account for the nonlinear effects. A good account
of nonlinear effects in micro resonators is provided in [19].
Secondly, it is preferable to use the above equation with the
natural undamped frequency of the system. If used with the
damped natural frequency, the obtained values may be largely
dependent on the changes under the damping conditions. Once
these two conditions are satisfied, this expression allows the
device dynamics to be determined over a large voltage range
with few experimental points. The damping coefficient is not
expected to change directly due to the spring softening, but can
change for instance if dominated by squeeze-film damping and
if the applied bias changes a small gap in which the squeeze-
film damping occurs.
3.2. Shock response model
The half-sine pulse waveform is used here to approximate the
shocks experienced by devices, as it is one of the most common
shock waveforms [20] and provides an excellent description
of the acceleration curve that is observed in a pendulum shock
test, as discussed later. For a half-sine pulse, the two important
parameters are the peak acceleration amplitude ap and the
pulse duration τ . The values of the pulse duration and the
time period of the system at resonance play an important role in
the shock reliability [13]. When the shock duration matches
the time period of the system, the resonance modes of the
system are excited and the effect of the shock is prominent.
For a system with damping, as shown in figure 2(b),
the equation of motion can be solved to obtain the relative
displacement [21], which on further simplification becomes
z(t) = L−1
[
ω2nL
[
− y¨
ω2n
]/(
s2 + 2ζωns + ω2n
)] (4)
where L[ ] and L−1[ ] represent the Laplace and inverse Laplace
transformation operators, respectively, with s as the Laplace
domain variable.
The half-sine pulse acceleration that the support
experiences is written as
y¨(t) =
⎧⎨
⎩ap sin
πt
τ
; 0  t  τ
0; t > τ
. (5)
On performing the Laplace transform of (5) and substituting
in (4), the relative displacement can now be written as
z(t) =
{
R(t); 0 < t < τ
R(t) + R(t − τ); t > τ (6)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4. (a) Computed shock response of a 1DOF system with a resonant frequency of 2 kHz, plotted as the relative displacement of the
mass with respect to the support (corresponds to z in figure 2) versus time after the beginning of the shock pulse, for a peak shock amplitude
of 100 g and a pulse duration of 150 μs. (b) Plot of the computed critical acceleration for failure due to shock inputs, as a function of the
half-sine pulse duration for a system with ωx = 2 kHz with 1.6 μm displacement required for failure. Higher damping leads to a larger
critical acceleration.
and the complete solution of the relative displacement z(t)
is known by solving for R(t) which is written in terms of
coefficients α, β, χ and δ as
R(t) = −ap π
τ
L−1
[
αs + β
s2 + π2/τ 2
+
χs + δ
s2 + 2ζωns + ω2n
]
(7)
where the coefficients are defined as
α = −q
(p − r)2 + pq2 ; β =
r − p
(p − r)2 + pq2 ;
χ = q
(p − r)2 + pq2 ; δ =
q2 − r + p
(p − r)2 + pq2 ; (8)
p = π2/τ 2; q = 2ζωn; r = ω2n.
Case (i). Under-damped system (ζ < 1)
R(t) in under-damped conditions is given by
R(t) = −ap π
τ
[
α cos
(π
τ
t
)
+
βτ
π
sin
(π
τ
t
)
+ e−ζωnt
×
(
χ cos(ωdampedt) +
δ − χζωn
ωdamped
sin(ωdampedt)
)]
u(t)
(9)
where u(t) is the step (Heaviside) function and ωdamped is the
damped natural frequency written as ωdamped = ωn
√
1 − ζ 2.
Case (ii). Critically damped system (ζ = 1)
For a critically damped system, R(t) is obtained as
R(t) = −ap π
τ
[
α cos
(π
τ
t
)
+
βτ
π
sin
(π
τ
t
)
+ e−ωnt .(χ + (δ − χωn)t)
]
u(t). (10)
Case (iii). Over-damped system (ζ > 1)
For an over-damped system, R(t) is given by
R(t) = −ap π
τ
[
α cos
(π
τ
t
)
+
βτ
π
sin
(π
τ
t
)
+ η e−(ζ−
√
ζ 2−1)ωnt + λ e−(ζ+
√
ζ 2−1)ωnt
]
u(t) (11)
where the coefficients η and λ are given by
η = −χωn(ζ −
√
ζ 2 − 1) − δ
2ωn
√
ζ 2 − 1
;
λ = χωn(ζ +
√
ζ 2 − 1) − δ
2ωn
√
ζ 2 − 1
.
(12)
Once the peak displacement is calculated from (6), using
(9)–(11) depending on the damping conditions, the critical
acceleration causing the displacement required for failure is
computed. The shock response, in terms of the displacement
of the mass toward the support, obtained using (6) for a system
with a resonant frequency of 2 kHz, when subjected to a
100 g half-sine pulse shock with 150 μs duration is shown
in figure 4 (a) for different damping ratios. The end of the
shock pulse is indicated by a dotted vertical line. Based on
the peak displacements obtained from the above curve, the
critical conditions for shock inputs are obtained as a function
of the shock pulse duration for different damping ratios in
figure 4(b). It can be seen that lower damping leads to lower
critical accelerations for shock-related failures. The curve for
the under-damped condition (ζ = 0.2) has a local minimum
when the shock pulse duration approaches the natural time
period of the system.
4. Case study—electrostatically actuated MEMS:
characterization
Shock and vibration tests were performed on a tunable
diffraction grating machined from an SOI wafer. The devices
were initially characterized and the necessary parameters
(resonance frequencies and damping coefficients for different
modes) were extracted experimentally. The proposed
methodology is used in section 5 to predict the safe operating
conditions and is validated experimentally.
4.1. Device design, fabrication and working principle
The tunable grating, similar to devices reported earlier
[22, 23], was fabricated by the CSEM (Neuchatel,
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(b)(a)
Figure 5. (a) Schematic top view of the tunable grating, driven by comb-drives. The grating period increases in-plane as the voltage applied
to the comb-drive is increased. (b) Optical microscope image of the tunable grating showing various parts and the two central anchors,
yellow arrows (scale bar = 400 μm). The springs of the comb actuators are substituted with a schematic representation.
Switzerland) and consists of three main functional parts:
optical grating (approximately 1 mm × 1 mm), comb-drives to
apply a tunable force, and suspension springs for the grating
and the comb-drives (see figure 5). The grating fingers are
connected to each other through folded beam structures and
the central fingers are anchored to the substrate to ensure
uniform expansion in both halves of the grating. Figure 5(a)
shows a schematic of the tunable grating where the grating
fingers, the interconnecting springs, the central anchors and the
actuators on both sides are shown. Figure 5(b) is an optical
image of the top view of tunable diffraction grating and it
parts. On actuation from both sides using comb-drives, the
grating stretches uniformly in the plane of the image. The
regions marked as ‘A’, ‘G’ and ‘S’ indicate the actuators,
grating and the springs, respectively. The two central arrows
(colored yellow in the online version) near the springs show
the positions of the supports that anchor the central beams.
The structure is symmetric about the two axes in the plane
of the grating. The anchor springs of the comb-drives are
not shown, but this does not influence the analysis, which is
based on experimentally obtained frequencies and damping
coefficients.
A 100 mm diameter SOI wafer with a 10 μm thick device
layer and a 1.6 μm thick oxide layer is used to make the
tunable grating. A single mask process is used to make the
entire device. The first fabrication step is the definition of
the pattern using photolithography. This is followed by deep
reactive ion etching (DRIE) to etch through the 10 μm device
layer. HF vapor release is used to remove the underlying
oxide to release structure in the device layer. The gap between
the freestanding device in the top layer and the handle layer
of the SOI wafer is the same as the thickness of the oxide
layer. Each finger of the grating, with 10 μm height and 9 μm
width, has a rectangular cross section. On the application of
a voltage across the comb-drives on either side of the grating,
the structure is stretched such that the inter-finger distance,
which is 4μm initially, increases uniformly through the grating
structure which is approximately 1 mm × 1 mm
4.2. Initial characterization of the tunable grating
The tunable grating was characterized to (i) determine possible
failure modes and (ii) measure the parameters needed as
inputs for the analytical model. These parameters include the
resonant properties of out-of-plane (z-axis, direction normal
Table 1. Measured characteristics of a tunable grating.
Direction Quantity Value
Out-of-plane (z-axis)
motion of the grating
fingers
Undamped resonant
frequency (no bias
between the grating and
the substrate)
2.36 kHz
Undamped resonant
frequency (0.7 V between
the grating and the
substrate)
1.95 kHz
Damping ratio (no bias) 1.31
Damping ratio (0.7 V) 1.75
Pull-in voltage 0.96 V
Pull-out voltage 0.27 V
In-plane (y-axis) motion
of the comb-drive
Undamped resonant
frequency (no bias across
comb-fingers)
3.63 kHz
Damping ratio (no bias) 0.0087
Axial compliance 2 nm V−2
to the plane of the grating) and in-plane modes based on the
relevance of their respective mode shapes and the effective
axial stiffness of the comb-drives. Table 1 lists all the
experimentally measured parameters required as inputs for
the analytical models. The methods used to extract each of
these properties are described in detail below.
4.2.1. Out-of-plane resonance characteristics. A LDV was
used to measure the out-of-plane dynamic characteristics of
this device, corresponding to motion of the grating in the z-
direction. The motion was excited by applying a small voltage
between the grating and handle layer. Under atmospheric
conditions, all out-of-plane modes of the grating are over-
damped due to squeeze film damping. This high damping is
an important reliability advantage.
The undamped natural frequency of the first out-of-plane
mode was measured in vacuum for five devices and the mean
value was ωz-axis = 2.36 kHz. The damping ratio under
atmospheric conditions was measured from the step response
of the central finger. A typical step response and the best fit
curve using (4) adapted for the case of a step input at the mass
are shown in figure 6. The average damping ratio obtained
is 1.31 for the first out-of-plane mode: the system is over-
damped.
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Figure 6. Measured step response in the z-axis (out-of-plane) of
one grating finger using a laser Doppler vibrometer along with the
best fit curve providing a damping ratio of 1.23 (in air at ambient
pressure).
The device was characterized for out-of-plane
displacement as a function of the dc voltage across the
grating and the handle layer using the optical surface profiler.
The pull-in voltage is 0.96 V and the pull-out voltage is
0.27 V. The grating does not remain stuck to the handle
layer in the absence of a voltage. The implications of this
are discussed in detail in the out-of-plane (z-axis) testing
section. The resonance characteristics were also recorded
in the presence of 0.7 V between the grating and the handle
layer. In the presence of a bias voltage, the resonant
frequency decreases due to spring softening. For a device
with unbiased resonant frequency of 2355 Hz, the value of the
modified resonant frequency with 0.7 V bias is expected to be
1988 Hz using (3). Two essential considerations for using
(3), which were described earlier, are satisfied in our case;
the maximum amplitude of this mode of vibrations can reach
∼2 μm (the thickness of the absent oxide layer); however,
the number of springs that support the grating elements
is large and the in-plane dimensions are of the order of
1 mm. The amplitude is also much less than one-fifth the
thickness of the device layer. So we expect the effective
spring stiffness of all structures to be constant and therefore
the system does not exhibit any nonlinear effects for this
mode of vibration. We also use the above equation for
obtaining the undamped natural frequencies of the system
and hence variations under the damping conditions do not
have to be specifically considered. The measured value of the
resonant frequency at 0.7 V on the device used for testing is
1945 Hz.
Squeeze film damping will increase as the voltage between
grating and handle is increased. The damping ratio is
experimentally found to have increased from 1.31 at 0 V to
1.75 at 0.7 V. An analytical method of obtaining the increased
damping coefficient is complicated due to the geometry of the
device. By approximating the grating as a micro plate, the
theory developed in [11] can be used to predict the damping
coefficient.
While extracting each of these device parameters, the
scale or the excitation level becomes extremely important.
Let us consider the case of the damping constant for instance.
Here, the predominant mechanism is squeeze film damping,
which greatly depends on the gap between the grating and
the device layer. In such cases, the damping force acting
on the mobile part is a function of the position and therefore
not a constant value all through the cycle. So, the damping
coefficient extracted from the response arising from very
tiny perturbations as excitation sources, where the system
behaves linearly, will, in all likelihood, be different from the
extracted values based on large excitations. It is therefore
crucial to choose a correct excitation scale. For example,
when the damping constant is to be used later for calculating
conditions leading to a failure created by displacements of
∼2 μm, the damping constant extraction should be based
on excitations that create displacements of the same order.
While such practices can overcome some of the effects arising
from nonlinear behavior, this is an inherent limitation of the
technique, and hence, the excitation scale has to be decided
based on the mechanisms involved, geometry of the device and
after a consideration of the scale where these data are likely to
be used.
4.2.2. In-plane resonance characteristics. The in-plane
characteristics can be recorded along the x- (lateral) and
y- (axial) directions with respect to the comb-drives.
During normal operation, the grating is stretched along the
y-direction by the comb-drives and it is possible to obtain the
necessary resonance parameters for modes with displacement
in this direction. It is not possible to excite this device
electrostatically in its x-axis (lateral) modes. The lack of
information about these x-axis modes is not a practical problem
since the device is made to be extremely stiff in the x-direction
because of the use of comb-drives for actuation. The y-axis
(axial) modes become very important for this device not only
because they define the dynamic operation limits of the device
but because they are also likely to fail for y-axis shock and
vibration inputs.
The frequency response of the devices in the first
in-plane mode (corresponds to uniform stretching and
contraction of the grating in the y-axis) was measured
using the stroboscopic illumination mode of the white light
interferometer (Wyko NT1100 optical surface profiler) under
atmospheric conditions. Both the resonant frequency and the
damping ratio were obtained from the measured data. Based
on measurements made on five devices, the mean resonant
frequency is found to be ωy-axis = 3.63 kHz and the mean
damping ratio is obtained as 0.0087 showing that the system
is under-damped in its in-plane mode.
4.2.3. Axial (y-axis) stiffness of the comb-drive springs.
The y-axis stiffness determines the voltage required to tune
the grating to a particular period. From the axial (y-axis)
displacement of the comb-drive measured as a function of the
actuation voltage, the effective compliance of the comb-drive
is extracted and the mean value is kcomb-spring = 2 nm V−2.
The extracted values of the compliance are used in later parts
of this work to predict the in-plane reliability of comb-drive
actuators.
We now have the required resonant frequencies and
damping ratios needed to predict the maximum shock and
vibrations for the different failure modes described in table 2.
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Table 2. Failure conditions for a tunable grating.
Failure condition Part of interest Required displacement Figure
1) Finger in the grating contacts the
handle layer (stiction of the grating
to the handle layer)
Central finger in one half of
the grating
1.6 μm out-of-plane of the
grating (−z)
2) Fracture of grating suspension,
yield strength of Si exceeded
Grating suspension (not
visible in the figure)
> 0.25 mm out-of-plane (z)
3) Adjacent fingers of the grating
adhere (stiction within the grating)
Grating fingers ∼160 μm in-plane axial (y)
4) Failure of the comb drive
(complete engagement)
Comb-drive fingers ∼44 μm in-plane axial (y)
5) Mobile part of the comb-drive
hits the stationary side wall
Comb-drive 10 μm in-plane axial (y)
6) Lateral snap-in of the comb-drive Comb-drive 1.6 μm in-plane lateral (x)
Legend: Device Layer Oxide Layer Handle Layer Part of interest Direction Fixed
5. Case study—electrostatically actuated MEMS:
vibration and shock reliability
5.1. Conditions for failure
Table 2 summarizes the failure modes that were considered
and the associated displacement of different components of
the tunable grating, responsible for each of these failures. The
formulation of the out-of-plane (z-axis) failure conditions is
important for this device because the gap between the device
and handle layers is 1.6 μm, see table 2, mode 1. Stable stiction
between the device and the handle layers can render the grating
useless and this happens for stress levels much below what is
required for fracture of the grating parts (see mode 2). Modes
3, 4 and 5 are possible mechanisms for failure caused by y-axis
inputs. Mode 3 corresponds to stiction between all the fingers
resulting from uniform compression of the grating. Hence, the
displacement required is very large (inter-finger gap times the
number of fingers in half the grating). Due to the presence of
guide walls at a distance of 10 μm along the y-axis, behind
the mobile part of the comb-drive, the stable amplitude of
vibrations of the mobile part can never reach a limit where
the two parts of the comb-drive come in contact on the y-
axis (i.e. failure mode 4 is not possible for vibration inputs)
in the absence of a voltage. On the other hand, the mobile
part can collide with the fixed sidewalls in the y-axis direction
(failure mode 5 in table 2). Mode 6 is the most prominent
method of failure expected for x-axis inputs and corresponds
to lateral contact between the comb-drive fingers. A detailed
description of the conditions, with an accompanying model
for comb-drive snap-in is described in [24]. It is important to
note that some of the failure mechanisms listed here can be
avoided with a careful design, or by utilizing structures such
as guide walls and mechanical stoppers, for instance as shown
in [1, 25], and as often implemented in MEMS devices which
will be subjected to shocks. Here our aim is to consider all
possible failure mechanisms of standalone MEMS functional
parts, so as to represent a situation where such stoppers cannot
be used.
5.2. Out-of-plane (z-axis) shock and vibration tests:
predictions and results
Stiction between the grating and the handle layer beneath it
is likely to be the first possible failure mechanism for out-of-
plane shock and vibration inputs. Although the displacement
required is small (1.6 μm), the over-damped nature of the
system for out-of-plane modes is expected to make it quite
robust. The vibration and shock conditions required to cause
this displacement are computed using (2) and a combination of
(6) and (11) using the voltage-dependent resonance frequency
and damping ratio. The plots in figures 7(a) and (b) show the
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(a) (b)
Figure 7. Below the black line: predicted safe operating region to avoid out-of-plane failures due to the grating fingers touching the
underlying substrate (1.6 μm gap at 0 V). The line was determined from measured resonance frequencies and damping coefficients and is a
lower limit assuming immediate failure if parts come into contact. (a) Critical peak shock acceleration versus shock duration. (b) Critical
acceleration for vibration inputs as a function of the frequency of excitation. When a bias is applied between the grating and the substrate,
the gap is reduced, the resonant frequency decreases (electrostatic spring softening) and the required displacement for failure decreases,
leading to the dashed line.
Figure 8. Typical acceleration curve versus time obtained using the
pendulum shock tester. For this experiment, the best fit half-sine
pulse has a peak acceleration of 289 g and a pulse duration of
313 μs.
computed critical acceleration as a function of frequency for
vibration inputs and as a function of the shock pulse duration
for shocks, for 0 and 0.7 V bias applied between the grating
and the substrate.
In order to measure the experimental conditions for failure
and validate the model, a closed loop vibration table with
magnetic actuation was used. The operational range was
limited to a peak acceleration of 65 g for frequencies between
100 Hz and 10 kHz. Devices were subjected to vibrations
of up to 65 g at 100 Hz. For shock tests, a pendulum
shock tester was used where the initial release position of
the pendulum mass determines the peak shock acceleration
and the pulse duration. The device under test is fastened to the
pendulum mass which drops freely from the release point and
collides with a stationary block. The typical shock acceleration
waveform, recorded at the pendulum mass, shown in figure 8,
closely matches a half-sine pulse, for this example with a peak
acceleration of 289 g and 313 μs duration.
5.2.1. Testing at 0 V bias. At zero bias between the grating
and the substrate, shock tests up to peak acceleration levels of
5000 g with pulse durations ∼150 μs were performed in an
orientation that would cause the grating to deflect toward the
handle layer. No failures were observed (i.e. after the shock
testing, no stiction was observed) although the acceleration
predicted to bring the grating into contact with the substrate is
less than 100 g (figure 7(a)). It was observed that no devices
failed up to 65 g at 100 Hz vibration, levels above the predicted
contact values of 36 g at 100 Hz (figure 7(b)).
Before presenting the data at 0.7 V bias, we first discuss
the lack of observed failures at 0 V bias. The critical
accelerations in figure 7 are lower limits computed based
upon the assumption that parts fail immediately by stiction
if they come into contact. To confirm that stiction between the
substrate and the grating is not sustained following contact,
the deflection of the grating was monitored as a function of the
voltage across the grating and the handle layer, electrostatically
driving the grating to the substrate. After snap-in, when
the voltage is reduced below 0.27 V, all the grating fingers
returned to their normal positions 1.6 μm above the handle
layer, indicating that contact can only be maintained by an
electrostatic holding force. In such cases, during tests, the
parts may come in contact but due to the lack of suitable
surface properties may bounce back. This sequence is clearly
highlighted in the recorded transient displacement (in the out-
of-plane direction) of the grating finger during ESD tests
[24]. Here, it is clearly seen that parts touch the substrate but
simply return to their initial positions after the instantaneous
voltage reduces. It is hence important to note that all predicted
conditions are likely to be very low estimates, but are essential
to consider when the surface properties cannot be tailored very
precisely.
When testing with an applied voltage, the computed
critical accelerations are no longer lower limits, but should
be a clear failure boundary, and in the presence of a voltage,
contact leads to failure (by short circuit or snap-in).
5.2.2. Testing at 0.7 V bias. The vibration tests were
performed with a bias of 0.7 V applied across the grating and
the handle layer. The applied voltage ensures that once contact
between the parts is made, it is maintained until the voltage is
removed. The applied voltage, in addition to creating an initial
downward displacement, also changes the measured resonant
parameters, due to the electrostatic spring softening described
in (3). The resonant frequency and the damping ratio obtained
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Figure 9. Predicted (solid line) and observed (data points)
conditions of out-of-plane failures due to out-of-plane vibration
inputs with 0.7 V applied between the grating and the substrate. The
circled data points indicate the presence of two coincident points.
in the presence of the bias voltage were found to be 1945 Hz
and 1.75, respectively.
The z-axis displacement of the grating required for failure,
which is equal to the buried oxide thickness in the absence of a
voltage, is now reduced considerably due to two factors. First,
the voltage causes an initial downward displacement. Second,
the maximum stable displacement of the grating toward the
handle layer is reduced due to the electrostatic force: pull-
in will occur for voltages below Vpull-in if the grating is
moved close enough to the substrate. The maximum stable
displacement of the grating can be calculated, based on the
parallel plate actuator model, as
xstable = d
[
1 − 2
3
(
V
Vp
)2/3]
. (13)
From (13), the maximum stable displacement of this device
from its initial position is 0.736 μm. Subtracting the static
displacement caused by the applied voltage, the additional
displacement to be created by the shock or vibration input is
0.486 μm. Using the new values of the displacement required
for causing failures, resonant frequency and the damping
coefficient, the conditions for failure are obtained using (2)
and a plot of this curve is shown in figures 7(b) and 9.
Experimentally obtained out-of-plane vibration failures with
the application of 0.7 V between the grating and the handle
layer are shown as individual data points in figure 9. The
negative error bars indicate the size of the acceleration step
used in vibration testing. The circles indicate the presence
of two coincident data points. The predicted conditions
for failure match the experimentally obtained conditions for
failure very well.
The ease of use and the accuracy of the proposed method
are striking when compared to the time required for FEM
simulations of such a system in the presence of an electric field.
It is important to understand that the accuracy of predictions
will reduce when the mode shape at the frequency of excitation
differs significantly from the mode shape of the resonant mode.
It is interesting to note the reduction in the predicted critical
acceleration levels in the presence of a bias voltage (see figure
7(b)). This clearly indicates that the presence of voltage can
lead to accelerated failures.
5.3. Axial (y-axis) shock and vibration tests: predictions and
results
Contact between the mobile part of the comb-drive and the
sidewall (mode 5 in table 2) is the possible failure mode that
occurs for the smallest y-axis motion, when 0 V is applied
across the comb-drive fingers. Since the sidewall roughness
(vertical) is generally large due to DRIE, the contact of these
parts is not expected to cause stiction. Observations under the
optical microscope revealed that the device indeed did not fail
while being electrically driven at the in-plane resonant modes
with amplitudes large enough to cause collisions. In addition,
axial input vibration tests were performed at frequencies close
to the first in-plane resonant frequency for acceleration levels
of up to 25 g, much above the predicted values (at the resonant
frequency of 3.63 kHz, the computed critical acceleration
is 9.2 g). No failures were observed in the absence of a
voltage across the comb-drives and hence the structure is very
reliable and able to operate at vibration levels well above those
predicted using (2). This reliability is mainly attributed to the
lack of suitable surface properties that enable stiction.
However, under normal operating conditions, the voltage
across the comb-drives can reach values of up to 90 V. Comb-
drives do not exhibit pull-in in the actuation direction (y-axis),
but do exhibit pull-in perpendicular to the normal actuation
direction. For an ideal comb-drive with perfectly centered
combs, the lateral force is balanced and hence the effective
lateral force is 0. Nevertheless, the system is only stable up to
a voltage corresponding to a displacement xmax [26] given by
xmax(xmax + loverlap) <
1
2
kx
ky
g2p (14)
where loverlap is the initial overlap between the comb-fingers, kx
is the lateral (x-direction) stiffness of the comb-drive springs,
ky is the axial (y-direction) stiffness of the comb-drive springs,
gp is the gap (spacing) between adjacent fingers. Vibrations
and shocks can cause displacements which push the comb-
drive into unstable domains, leading to snap-in below the
mechanically undisturbed snap-in voltage.
The maximum initial overlap between the fingers of the
comb-drive was measured from the profiles generated by the
optical surface profiler. The mean initial overlap, loverlap,
is found to be 3.25 μm. The comb-drive snap-in voltage,
Vs-in,comb, is around 97.5 V for most of our devices. The axial
compliance ky was found to be 2 nm V−2. The model for
lateral instability of comb-drives [24] was used to obtain the
numerical values of the finger overlap required to drive the
comb-drive into unstable domains, as a function of the voltage
across the comb-drive, and cause lateral snap-in. Using (6) and
(9), the critical conditions for lateral snapping of the comb-
drive due to axial shock inputs in the presence of a voltage are
computed and are shown in figure 10 as a continuous curve.
The figure is divided into two different regimes by a vertical
line corresponding to 66.96 V. The region to the right of this
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Figure 10. Predicted (solid line) and observed failure conditions for
axial shock-induced lateral snapping of comb-drive as a function of
the voltage applied across the comb-drive. Circled points denote the
presence of two coincident points and ‘×’ indicates the absence of
failure until the upper acceleration limit of the instrument. The
model can only be directly applied for a voltage greater than 66.96 V.
line is the region where the prediction curve is directly valid.
On the other hand, for voltages below 66.96 V, the overlap
required to cause lateral instability is more than the maximum
lateral overlap possible, i.e. the required overlap is greater
than the finger length. Hence, it is expected that the two
parts of the comb-drive collide axially and the occurrence of
failure depends on factors such as the rebound direction, the
properties of the tips of the comb-drive fingers and the number
of fingers colliding simultaneously.
Axial (y-direction) input shock tests were performed with
the pendulum shock tester and the results of these tests are
shown in figure 10. The parameters of the shock waveform,
namely the peak acceleration and the shock duration, depend
on the initial height of the pendulum mass before release. The
shock pulse duration reduces from 300 to 200 μs and from 200
to 150 μs as the peak acceleration increases from 300 to 1000 g
and from 1000 to 6000 g, respectively. The test conditions
that resulted in failure are shown as square points and the
cross indicates that the device did not fail until the particular
acceleration value which is mostly the operating limit of the
instrument. The lower end of the negative error bar represents
the previously tested acceleration level where failure was not
observed. The circles indicate the presence of two coincident
data points. The experimentally observed failure conditions
match the predictions to a good extent in the valid region. The
dispersion in the values of the failure conditions for voltages
below 66.96 V is expected due to inter-device variations in the
factors described earlier. The overlap at the normal snap-in
voltage is expected to be less than the overlap at shock induced
failures occurring below the normal snap-in voltage [24]. This
is generally consistent with the results of observations made
under the optical microscope and typical overlaps at the normal
snap-in voltage and shock-induced lateral failure at 70 V are
shown in figures 11(a) and (b), respectively. The results also
indicate that the lateral instability of comb-drives may also be
an important problem to be addressed when devices have to
be operated in high shock and vibration environments even for
(a) (b)
Figure 11. Typical finger overlap in the comb-drives at failure: (a)
normal snap-in at 97.5 V, (b) axial shock-induced lateral snap-in at
70 V.
operating voltages below the mechanically undisturbed snap-
in voltage.
5.4. Lateral (x-axis) shock and vibration test: results
For the current structure, the extraction of the resonant
properties in the x-axis is very difficult since it is not possible
to actuate the device laterally. It is expected that the critical
lateral (x-direction) modes of the structure are decided by the
comb-drive mass and the lateral stiffness of the comb-drive
springs. The comb-drive springs are designed to have very
high lateral stiffness and hence the resonant frequencies of
these modes are expected to be high. Analytical calculation of
the resonant properties is also difficult due to the complicated
geometry. Hence it is not possible to make predictions for
shock and vibration conditions that will cause failures. The
most prominent failure expected here is lateral snapping of
comb-drives due to the lateral input (see mode 6 in table 1).
The structure was tested for failures resulting from lateral
(x-axis) vibration inputs in the presence of 90 V across the
comb-drive. The frequency of excitation was swept from 4
to 10 kHz for acceleration levels of up to 45 g. No failures
were observed: the structure is generally resistant to lateral
vibration-related failures for the frequency band of 4–10 kHz.
This result was expected since the resonant frequency of the
lateral mode is expected to be higher than 10 kHz based on the
large lateral spring stiffness.
The device was then tested for lateral (x-axis) shock
input-related failures. It is mainly observed that comb-drive
systems are more prone to lateral shock-induced snap-in only
in the near vicinity of the normal snap-in voltage and they
exhibit a sharp transition to a stable region where lateral input
shocks do not affect the device. The results of these tests
are shown in figure 12. The failure conditions are marked
by squares with the negative error bars denoting the previous
acceleration level tested. The ‘×’ indicates that failure was
not observed until that particular acceleration level. The
circles indicate the presence of multiple data points with
the number of coincident points written below the circle.
Results show that below 75 V, the comb-drive structure is
fairly shock resistant for lateral inputs. Inspection of failed
devices under the microscope revealed useful information
about the probable failure mechanism. The lateral overlap was
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Figure 12. Results of the lateral shock tests performed on the
tunable grating, showing peak accelerations for failure versus
voltage applied across the comb-drive. The squares indicate
observed failure while the crosses indicate conditions up to which
failure did not occur.
generally larger than the expected overlap at that particular
voltage. The mobile part of the comb-drive moved axially
(along y-axis) before lateral snap-in. This suggests that the
failure mainly depends on this cross coupling (lateral input
induced axial displacement). The results also show that the
critical acceleration levels are fairly uniform close to 1000 g
for voltages between 75 and 90 V.
All our shock tests were performed using a pendulum
shock tester. It is important to note that, as detailed in [27],
the theoretically expected acceleration levels associated with
drops tests can be extremely large. However, the acceleration
levels and pulse durations obtained using an experimental
shock testing setup can vary considerably, depending mainly
on the contact materials and the contact properties. It is
therefore preferable to measure the acceleration waveforms
experimentally, for instance as shown in figure 8, to have an
accurate estimate of the acceleration levels.
We can now draw some conclusions on the reliability of
the tunable grating to shock and vibration inputs. It must
be noted that under normal conditions, the grating and the
substrate are at the same voltage: there is no electrostatic
force between them. In the absence of a voltage on the comb-
drives (i.e. unbiased device), the tunable grating can tolerate
very large shocks and vibrations without failure: over 6000 g
shocks, and vibration of over 65 g from 100 Hz to 10 kHz in
all six directions without failures, in part because the surface
properties are not favorable for stiction, and also because
of the high damping on out-of-plane modes. Unbiased, the
device can withstand very harsh mechanical environments.
When the comb-drives are biased, in particular near snap-in,
the maximum allowable shock and vibration levels are much
reduced. The highly damped out-of plane modes are not of
concern, but in-plane (lateral and axial) shocks lead to snap-in
of the comb drive at shock levels down to a few 100 g if the
comb-drive is tuned near the limit of its range. The model
presented in this paper allows predicting a voltage-dependent
maximum shock and vibration spectrum, enabling the user to
choose a maximum tuning range that is compatible with the
expected vibration and shock environment.
6. Conclusion
A general method for modeling the reliability of MEMS based
on the effects of shock and vibration inputs has been developed,
leading to a predicted maximum vibration acceleration and
shock acceleration, as a function of frequency and pulse length,
and as a function of applied voltage. Compared to FEM-based
approaches, the combined analytical–experimental method
has the drawback of requiring measurements (but only
under static conditions) but the advantage of having accurate
damping coefficients, key to a realistic frequency response
calculation, while retaining computational simplicity, and
other advantages that are normally characteristic of analytical
solutions. The in-plane failures of electrostatically actuated
structures under shock and vibration have also been studied.
An in-plane failure mechanism that leads to lateral (off-axis)
snap-in of comb-drives for on-axis shocks in the presence of
voltages below the normal snap-in voltage has been identified
and observed.
The model has been validated through a series of
shock and vibration tests with a tunable diffraction grating.
The experimental results are consistent with the predicted
conditions and provide a good insight into the failure
mechanism and the conditions that favor accelerated failures.
The effect of voltage on failures (both dynamic effects such
as reduced resonance frequency, and the reduction in motion
required for failure) is important, and can serve as a rigorous
basis for specifying storage and in-use maximum vibration
and shock levels, without extensive testing.
Based on all the tests, a complete picture of the reliability
of a device for mechanical inputs has been obtained. This
allows ample margin to be set for operating conditions, and
can be used as input for a design-for-reliability approach.
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